WIRELESS INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL NODES (WIO SERIES)

WIO Series | Wattstopper

FEATURES & BENEFITS

WIO Series I/O nodes are programmable distributed intelligence controllers that connect a wide variety of sensors, switches and other devices to a wireless lighting control network. The control nodes mount on a DIN rail and connect to a Wattstopper Wireless Network Manager via a robust and scalable self-healing wireless IP network.

- Intelligent controllers incorporate sensors and switches in a building control network
- Easy to locate near control points without communication wiring
- Enable group, preset and fade functions
- Connect to wireless self-healing IP control network
- Compatible with secure, web-enabled building automation system (BAS)
- IP-based nodes provide scalable architecture
- Not for sale, resale, importation or use in California

SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MODELS

Product Number: MR2000